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On May 3, 1061, Colonel Sheffield Ecbords, 
Vlrector of Security, Csoi***Jl Intelligence /%-• *i.-» • (CIA) 
• J.!* ala tied the following lJ..:*'*vwatlonf 

Colonel Edwards advised that in connection with 
CIA’S operation against Castro he personally contacted Robert 
Mabeu during the Fall of 1960 for the purpose of using Maliau 
os a "cut-out1* in contacts with Sam Giancana, a known hoodlum 
in the Chicago area. Colonel Edwards said that since tho 
underworld controlled gambling activities in Cuba under the 
Batista government, it was assumed that this element would 
still continue to have sources and contacts in Cuba which 
perhaps could be utilized successfully in connection with 
CIA’s clandestine efforts against the Castx*o government. 
As a result, Maheu rs services were solid tad as a "cut-out'1 

because of his possible entree into underworld circles. 
Mahou obtained Sam Giancana’s assistance in this regard and 
according to Edwards, Giancana gaye every indication of 
cooperating through Maheu in attempting to accomplish several 
clandestine efforts in Cuba. Edwards added that none of 
Giancana’s efforts have materialized to date and that several 
of the plans still are working ard may eventually ,fpay < 

Colonel Edwards related that he had no direct 
contact with Giancana; that Giancana's activities were 
completely "back stopped" by Mahcu and that Mnheu would 
frequently report Giancana’s action and information to 
Edwards, No details or methods used by Maheu or Giancana 
in accomplishing their missions were ever reported to 
Edwards. Colonel Edwards said that since this ia "dirty 
business** he could not afford to have knowledge of the actions 
of Mabeu and Giancana in pursuit of any mission for CIA. 
Colonel Edwards added that he has neither given Maheu any 
instruction to use technical installations of any type nor lias 
the subject of technical installations ever come up between/ Ai 
Edwards and Maheu in connection with Giancana’s activity.. J 
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Colonel Edwards rol'. that ilaheu did come io - ia 
noKera«S ?h° v..»» ol B.ol.ttl lor "olr. 

S^K-SKS 

that ha was unaware of any reason for this activi y 
or C-.'Aoana in Las Vegas and that Giancana s activity i ^ 
furlbera-.o© of the^aijti-Castro act’vity was left comp. • - J 
M&l/.tfU ’ 3 U- »*»'.B • V i (A 

Colonel Edwards advised that only Hr. Bissell (Deputy 
Director of Plana, CIA) and two others in LlA were aware £he 

Giancana ~ Maheu activity in behalf of CIA s program an 
Allen Dulles was completely unaware ^^^^Bissell duJing 
Maheu in this connection. He added ihatBr.Bi , 'Qeneral 
his recent briefings of General Taylor Attorney a®»craA 

in connection with their inquiries into CIA relating to the 
Cuban situation, told the Attorney General that Some of CIA s 
associated placing included the;use of Giancana and the 
underworld against Castro. \g/JLA.) 
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